Hoover - 1/2 77 (should be done by research)
This couldn't find its way out of the
Netherlands although the 21's in 19 or 20 of
the West Bank. Remember,
Bank needs a focused research program in economics to meet their development
problems of individual middle
income countries (the 80's, 90's, etc.)

[Abraham's 876 Research Paper]
1. The debt problem + the currency balance
2. The debt problem + the currency balance
3. Other issues: the Bank will be pre-approved

[US first time instead of looking
v. R. K. Project Design & Agreements
Have not been much at the level high
out that impacts - e.g., irrigation
designs he has seen: July 22 1976's
Handbook -
McElrath would not object to movement from

...
The letter is not legible due to the handwriting. It appears to be a personal letter discussing a potential GED program and includes references to the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD), the International Development Association (IDA), and the International Finance Corporation (IFC). The content is not fully transcribed due to the handwriting style.
This is an announcement.
Dr. E. July 77

Christian and was told by Rama

"He asked for your inlet from right

At the end was assuming a form right.

"Need a stroke to Schmidt."
The timing you have announced for the commencement would be quite
supportive and helpful—
command and urge should benefit
from at least...
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

Argentina (via Lumina) and Tours

Bennet Con
The World Bank

After 31/8/77

Had an open discussion on ideas to

3rd wmems regard gulp.

auth. 1022 et Wmem back for some.

They known wmem + stff.

want an objector. stuff want some quit on.

(Peg G who had been

help)

Work must be above suspicion on

Objectivity

*"The Board will stand admiring him"

"there are only 3 or 4 key wmems"

"This is the group we are going to

draw from"

a list of 40 names from which

will be broken - name for structure

date from which the book will be created"
Mr. - 4/17/77

The President's report could be presented this Friday.
But it still isn't done.

1) Terms of reference
2) Staff

"I would be reporting to the Joint Committee.
This is not working out."
The World Bank

with friend, his yes in my was find & all found.
Present Tarnist interested but only now see.
Keep the family together.
Fare makes decisions but is spent too.

Knew Country where is. I qualified kids, but
underutilized because they no account
knowledge.

Can do anything at this stage to develop the
relationships. They take place only over a long
period,

but they do have a dedication to everybody.
Don't show any interest in Yamani. Abdallah
has deeper roots. In his formal position the
Abdallah does.

You have to be slow with the Saudis. Better to
familiar with not instantly engage with them.
Can't plan a long-term strategy. Ask for a decision
for now.

The World Bank

May 7, 1977

Predispute: If your ED is off on his ED's day, I will not go there, but I will check in with his ED's ED.

Mauritius and Zaire will support, according to previous agreement. With a little luck, he will be talking next week.

We will be talking next week. I will meet with them.

Can count on 100% for 20.

Will meet in Geneva by 5/19 or the 24th.

4/10/77
To Do

1. 5/13 Clark will meet in Zagreb with Prakh, Van Everdum, and Allen to determine date to see Brundt (5/13).

To cancel:

a. When I announced
b. What to say in announcement
c. Members of 7 Came
   d. Members of 7 See Eastern Europe
   e. Financing from Belgium, Eastern Europe

2. 5/16 Possibly meet with Brundt - May accept from 2 come to U.S.

3. 5/14 See Brundt until end of week or 6/1

4. 5/16 - Clark to check on USA financing

5. 5/19 - Meet with [name] from [organization]

6. 6/1 - Clark to check USA announcement with financing source

7. 6/14 - Clark goes to Banam [many assignments]
   [Note: Would see Brundt if necessary 6/17]
Clark - 3/17/77

Hefler saw Civic + Barbara together - 1/20

Framed off (Judith would agree) in Heath.

Saw said Bracht Cam shouldn't follow too
closely on CIEC because it might go in

(UK negotiators said CIEC would stop)

Some in UK have said that it is time it jockled

with Bracht Cam - Barbara thinks so.
Letter 3/3/77

Don't have notes for more than 1976
but for that - won't know until 3/14. As of 6/18 - does not want to be mentioned in TV press release.

The 3rd members don't have confidence.

They can least it in Brundtland.

Work among 3rd members + others that Brundt will be called for after CIEC - concern that it may be inappropriate at this time.

Prank may go after election.

Talked with Colin Ward, Pat Wilson, mechanism: they feel that is something to do that would be support.

After CIEC but not sure Brundt will be supporter + will be an issue.

Favoring the dialog of [Redacted].

If it didn't work the dialog goes it means it has no standing.

"Cox does not feel the Brundt will be useful at this time." - Pat Wilson.
Office of the President

position: not available at this time -

"The rhetoric has outstripped the reality..."

I said my objective therefore was to provide substance as a foundation for future rhetoric.

He wants to negotiate the membership of the Bank, reorganization, and details. I think he's trying to

thought that agreement on these matters between Bank, potential financial institutions, and world

statesmen (even in Europe) would be unfeasible.
Brandt - 4/777
Wolfe & Oke - prepar & take an undogmatic
m. will answer by 9th & 1st
IPESP T receives earmarked 8:40 & 11th
more from edi - John Pinekett
IPESP T announces foundation 7th in Sept
summers break - start 9/1, 9/2
in Oct - 1st floor / 2nd floor / 3rd floor
weather very / practical / set this - -
resites Frank & Pat - Nikki has
equal to one
of paintings, he wants frei -
Clark 4/8/77

Brandt stresses that we need for caution in going fast until people will be sufficiently
organized and ready to back this up. I think neutral, few neutral, need to make sure
the operation didn’t fade. Need to maintain contact with JDL leaders. [William will
try to get somewhere with Martin, etc.] Brandt: see world will start in Sept, any of con.
in Oct, will talk to Hamid & Brown. Clark will try to get held in line. Bahri has talked to
Freire, mission is gathering in private & will try to get it in public.

Collignon regards [as] the one with most interest in meeting, some one he wants to meet.
Brandt has conversations; Collignon will consult Kasiraz and will meet Brandt on this next week-end.

Kasiraz next best wishes to meet. Clark believes it is next to meet in Brandt with Col. Jakel.
Clark talked to general: “We are interested in the Brandt come needs to be some or right members (then
also known structural changes must be made.

[10] 3rd wk}
Office of the President

Prof. Etke 64-3077

Reported gone a week ago, urgent announcement - I posted Feng, Gabrie, and Laura.

In Brussels a woman-friend needs I stressed announcement should be made before 81.